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York university additional information form

The New York rental app is a legal document that allows the landlord to review potential tenant's basic information and links. After carrying out a background check, the lessor may determine whether the applicant would be a reliable tenant. Once selected, the applicant concludes an agreement to rent an
apartment or residential property for an agreed period between the parties. If the applicant does not have enough credit history to check, he or she can fill out the Rider Guarantor so that they can enter into an agreement with the co-signer if necessary. In this case, notarial direct e-mail will be required in
the rider's application. Application fee (§ 238-A.1(b)) - The lessor cannot charge more than the cost of a background check or twenty dollars ($20), which is lower. In addition, they must provide the applicant with a certificate. Security deposit (§ 7-108.1-a(a), § 576/74(f)) – The most that the landlord can
demand from tenants is one (1) monthly rent. Download: Adobe PDF, MS Word, OpenDocument Step 1 - Get the New York rental application form as a template Choose Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word (.docx), or Microsoft Word (.docx) link to get the New York rental application form as a version file that
you can work with and print. This file can be previewed using a sample image and the same file saved by selecting any button that subtitles it (PDF, ODT, or Word). Step 2 - Name the non-refundable fee required for this application This form will seek its first definition that it is a non-refundable fee. The
first line of this document requests this information in the upper-right corner after the dollar symbol. This will be the fee for the application a potential tenant must pay to submit this paperwork. Step 3 - Define New York rental property available Continue on the first formal part of this form, named with the
term Property, where a blank line named Type (Apt, Home, Condo) and one marked Square Feet (SF). These two should be used to describe a New York property that is available for rent. Classify the available unit or property by recording it on the Type line then on the square foot area that will be leased
on the line between Square Feet (SF) and the abbreviation of the SF unit. Two further details relating to the property to be rented must be documented before proceeding. A line named Bedroom requires the number of bedrooms of the property in question to be entered for display. Once it has been
reported to continue on the right then place the exact amount of money that will have to be paid for each month of the potential tenant's stay as monthly rent. Announce this amount in dollars between the dollar symbol located after the Rent Amount label and the phrase /month. Step 4 - Produce location
available to New York rental now, Street Address line in property section allows the number, street name or road name, and, where applicable, the set number needed to find the property may be reported for display. Complete the recording process for this address by entering the city where it is located,
as well as the state and zip code. Step 5 – Present the basic limitations or consideration of the next area in the Task Property section, showing some common issues many potential tenants wish to discuss before submitting an application. There are three questions in this section; Pets, Smoking Allowed
and Parking. Each of these labels is followed by the Yes check box and the No check box, and refer to the property to be leased. Thus, if the landlord or property owner will allow the applicant to pet, smoke in the smoking area, and will provide parking, then mark yes check box that corresponds to the
relevant item. If not, select the No check box. In the following example, tenants will be able to have pets on the property, will not be allowed to smoke on the property, and indicates that Parking will be available. If the landlord intends to provide Parking, then define the location and accessibility of the
parking space on an empty line called If so, describe the parking. Step 6 - Identify the rental deadline The Rental section completes the preparation of this application before it is necessary to obtain information from the applicant or before it can be issued to the applicant. Only two items will be started to
complete this area. The Type/Length line refers to the type of lease offered, while the adjacent line must be documented on the first day that leases can be entered. Therefore, build if it is a monthly lease or fixed-term lease on a line marked Type/Length. Keep in mind that if it is a fixed-term rental, the
number of months or years that make up its life must also be indicated. The adjacent line will continue the discussion by requesting that the lease start date be reported. Step 7 - Document applicant identity The next part, titled Tenant, will try several facts to describe the applicant starting with his identity
indicated on the line marked Full Name, his or her birthday furnished on the DOB line then the applicant's Social Security number indicated on the line marked SSN. In addition to the identity of the applicant, his/her credentials should be provided and therefore indicate the driver's license number of that
party on the next available line. Note that the means of contacting the applicant listed in the submitted driving licence and mentioned above will be required by the next line (marked Phone). Go to the E-mail line, where the applicant's e-mail address must be provided for issue. Step 8 – To discuss an
applicant's living status frequentlytimes, the applicant may have some specific details regarding his or her day-to-day living that may need discussion. One such will cover how many people will live with a potential tenant. Therefore, the question was Other passengers? under Candidate details, supplied
with the Yes and No check boxes. If the applicant lives with other people (i.e. family members, spouse, roommate, etc.), indicate yes. If the applicant does not intend to live with other people during the rental period, select the check box marked No. In the following example, the applicant will live with other
Other Passengers, so the Yes field has been selected. The follow-up area other passenger problem was made as a statement if so, describe and a blank line that should be filled in with the name of every other passenger the applicant intends to live with should he or she gain entry to the rental. Note that
this processing area should only be treated with information after selecting the check box marked Yes. If a potential tenant has any Pets or intends to live with any Pets during the applicable rental, then the Yes after The Pets check box in the Candidate Details section (see below) should be selected, but
if not, select the No check box. If the applicant plans to have pets during the rental that he wishes to obtain, each animal must be described on an empty line directly below this question (marked If yes, describe it). Another topic is vehicles. In the Candidate Information area, search for Vehicles? and then
select the Yes or No field to indicate whether the applicant owns any vehicles. For example, an applicant may have one or two cars in the home. If so, you must select Yes, then proceed with the description (see example), but if the applicant does not own any vehicle, then the No field should be selected.
If it has been stated that the applicant owns or maintains a vehicle, a description of the vehicle after the term If yes shall be given on the line, describe it. This line may remain empty if the applicant does not own the vehicle and the NO field for Vehicles has been selected?. In addition to these physical
circumstances, some basic information concerning the credit status of the applicant should be documented. If he or she has ever filed for bankruptcy, then mark or tick the box after this question, as shown in the example. If this is not the case, indicate that the applicant has not filed for bankruptcy by
selecting the No. Line If yes, describe under Ever Filed For Bankruptcy must be provided with an explanation or description of bankruptcy. It is also important to mention the year of bankruptcy or if it is an ongoing petition. Step 9 - Create applicant employment status: The current employment section
deals with the subject of the applicant's current income and how it is obtained. Start this section by reporting the legal name where the applicant works on a line labeled Company his formal Profession/ head on this work on the adjacent line. Next, document the amount of time the applicant has been
employed by the company above on the line attached to the term How long? then, referring to the applicant's tax filing for the previous year, record the applicant's annual gross income on the blank line that follows. The address of the jobseeker should also be documented. The Street line under Current
Employment in this document is used to issue the building number, street, and unit or office number where the applicant's current employer receives mail. If the applicant's employer requests that mail be sent to a specific department on matters such as employment verification (i.e. human resources), then
indicate the name of that department. The employer address should continue on the line marked City and State before you log on to the applicant's supervisor on the last blank line. Step 10 - View a candidate's employment history In addition to the current job that the applicant has, a record of the
applicant's previous employment must be submitted. This section presents a similar format for this information as above so start satisfying this area with a message on the Company name of the applicant's previous employer along with the applicant's Profession/Title Continue with a report on how long
the applicant worked for the previous employer on the next blank line. Once this has been documented, draw up the gross income that the applicant has ordered with this entity on the next line. The street where the previous applicant's employer can be contacted should be provided on the next line in the
Previous Employment section. The last area of the Previous Jobs section tries to get the rest of the previous employer's address by delivering city and state to two more blank lines. Immediately to the right of the end of this address, the supervisor's name should appear on the last blank line in the
Previous Employment section. Step 11 – Report Details of the applicant's current residence After the discussion of the applicant's income (and history) has been completed, it will be time to engage in a dialogue about his or her current residence status. This will be processed in the next section, the first,
describing the type of... The resident applicant occupies by reporting whether it is an Apt., Home, Condo, or any other type of property/arrangement (i.e. efficiency or extended hotel). This description should be followed by the provision of the Square Feet (SF) number, which forms the leased area of the
applicant on the next blank line. Number of Bedrooms as well as Rent Amount ... which must be paid for per month should be delivered using two other appropriately marked premises in the Current Residence section. Next, fill in the lines labeled Street with Building street name and unit number Current
residence of the applicant Fill in the report on the applicant's current residence by entering the name City, State and Zip with information that defines the applicant's current address of residence. Some additional information that many consider to be completely relevant will be required in the next section of
the Current Stay section. Find the term How long to this address line and adjacent line Current lease expiration date. Make up the time between the current date and the date when the applicant's residence began at the above address in order to comply with the first of these requirements (How long at this
address), then document the official date of termination of the lease for the Current Residence to the area immediately following the wording ... The expiration date of the lease. The reason for the transfer of the applicant should be documented in the last line of the Current Residence section and should
consist of a brief report (i.e. termination of the lease, court order/eviction or new employment). Step 12 – Provide contact information to the applicant's current landlord Each prospective landlord is generally advised to enact the right to verify the applicant's payment history with the current landlord. Thus,
proceed to the next area and produce the full name of the applicant landlord on the first blank line available in the Current Landlord section. Continue to identify the applicant Current landlord with the record of the landlord concerned contact address on the next line. Finally, use the lines labeled Phone and
E-mail to view the applicant's landlord's direct contact information. Step 13 – To supply the applicant with residential history in addition to the current residence where the applicant lives, at least two previous residences he or she maintained or occupied must be listed. The first two lines of the Previous
Residence – 1 section must bear the type of residence that the applicant maintained immediately prior to his current situation on an empty line marked Type (Apt., Home, Condo), as well as with the number of Square Feet (SF) under the applicant's previous lease agreement. The number of bedrooms in
the first previous residence of the applicant is expected on the next available line, while the monthly rent he or she was required to pay during the previous lease should be provided between the wording rent amount $ and the term / month Continue documenting the previous lease is Street Address
(building / street / unit number), City, State, and Zip using the other four blank lines to do so. The start date and end date of the last lease held by the applicant for that residence must be rewritten from that lease to the last two blank lines of the Previous Residence - 1 section. Section Previous landlord - 1
will be used to support the last part of this form asking for the full name of the last landlord a lease agreement was concluded with him. Throw this information into the first line of the Previous Landlord-1 section. The landlord's last mailing address is the next item required in this section and should appear
on the line marked Address. Close this applicant report to the first previous landlord by submitting this page's current phone number and e-mail address to blank lines marked Phone and E-mail. The penultimate landlord who had a lease agreement with the applicant as well as the penultimate lease
agreement must also be discussed. Locate the Previous Residences - 2 section, and then define the appropriate residence with the record on a blank line labeled Type (Apt, Home, Condo) and document its size in Square Feet (Sf) on the blank line that follows. The penultimate residence should be further
defined by documenting how many bedrooms were included in the rental on the appropriately marked line and the dollar amount expected as rent each month on the line attached to the indication Rent amount $ Additional four spaces in the section Previous residence - 2 looking for information about the
address needed to find the second to last residence occupied by the applicant. Use the Street line, a blank line labeled City, State, and the available line attached to zip to view the address of the second to last residence that the applicant rented. This description of the penultimate residence and lease that
the applicant had for residence should be supplemented by the first calendar date of the rental period for that residence and the last date. Lines labeled Start Date and End Date in the Previous Residences - 2 section will contain a presentation of this information. Of course, once the discussion on the
penultimate residence of the applicant is concerned, a report must be submitted on the second to last landlord who participated in the lease with the applicant concerning the property in question. Previous landlord - 2 section tries the identity of the applicant second to the last landlord presented on the line
marked Name. In addition, record the second to last contact address of the landlord on the next line. Continue reporting the penultimate landlord by issuing a phone number and email address to the lines labeled Phone and E-mail (respectively). Step 14 - Include Personal References, who can further
discuss the applicant Once contact information is submitted to the applicant's previous landlords, the applicant's personal references should be provided. The number of Personal References needed to complete the next part is up to the landlord, so while sufficient space has been provided for three,



additional areas can be delivered by copying and pasting the blank. If the landlord requests less than three, the unnecessary area may be removed, left empty, or marked with the word None (or Not Available). Find Personal References then provide the full name of the person who can be contacted for
the applicant message on the first blank line before proceeding to indicate how that person is related to the applicant on a blank line marked Relationship. The Email and Phone lines expect personal link contact information to be released on their content. Step 15 - Recording the applicant's bank
information This template addressed quite a few relevant topics aimed at displaying the applicant's information and some of the credentials needed to demonstrate his ability to enter into a lease agreement. In addition to this information, the applicant's financial information must be addressed directly in
this form. Locate the lines labeled Bank, Account # and Routing # and record the legal name of the bank where the applicant keeps the current or savings account, the account number they own, and the bank's area code. This information can be found in the applicant's records or on the cheque area (the
account number and area code can usually be found at the bottom of the check). If the applicant does not have this information, he should be invited to obtain it on the website of the bank concerned or directly to the bank. These numbers must be recorded accurately to avoid any change. The line marked
Branch Location requires the physical address of the bank where the applicant keeps the account being discussed. If the applicant's account is maintained by an online bank, the formal bank address associated with his account should be recorded. When this message is submitted, continue to the
adjacent area (type marked), then select the Check or Savings check box, which indicates the type of account that is reported. To identify the second bank account, a second area was submitted in the section entitled Financial Information. This should be completed if the applicant keeps two accounts.
Many landlords expect their tenant to operate multiple accounts and this information can enforce the applicant's presentation of being a reliable tenant. Other areas can be copied if another bank account should be reported (i.e. the applicant operates a domestic business with its own account but is not
incorporated). Step 16 - Detail of credit card applicant information As mentioned earlier, landlords will have certain expectations that the applicant keeps financial accounts. The area in Financial Information has been reserved for the applicant's current credit card document. As with the submitted banking
information, there will be sufficient space for reports on two accounts and additional areas may be inserted as necessary. Start with the line marked Credit Card. State the name of the financial institution under which the applicant operates the credit card on this line, and then go to the right, where the
exposed formatted spaces will expect the last four digits of the applicant's (credit) card # and the Limit label will require the total amount of money that the credit card account will allow the applicant to borrow. After issuing the applicant's credit card information, select the check box marked with the type of
credit card currently reported. Only one of the visa, mastercard, discover, amex, or diner's club check boxes can be selected. Another area has been furnished so that a second credit card can be listed. If the applicant has only one credit card, it can be left unattended, crossed out or filled with a term that
indicates it as Not Available (unusable). Step 17 - The applicant must testify to this information by signing whether the applicant has completed this form, the applicant's representative, or an employee of the landlord or real estate management company wishing to rent the property in question, the
application must be signed by the applicant. He or she must review the information submitted for accuracy, read the Consent and Confirmation Statement, then agree to this statement by signing his name on the Applicant's Signature line. Please note that this signature will also require the Date on which it
was submitted on the next line by the requester. Applicant.
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